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"
THROWING STONES: SYNOPSIS!

"
After a man from the village is murdered while trying to prevent an assault
on a girl from the town, Jesse's confusion at the town's unsympathetic
reaction inspires him to set a mission for himself: to build a bridge of
acceptance between the town and the village."

"
As Jesse defies his parents and continues to visit the village, he witnesses
mysterious rituals that haunt him with their beauty and intensity. And he
falls in love with one enigmatic, mercurial Pagan who opens his eyes to a
whole new world."

"
This first-person story explores what can happen when we make
conclusions about others based on too little information, or on the wrong
information. Whether we're misunderstanding each others' religions or
each others' sexual orientation, everyone benefits from learning the truth.
And everyone benefits from forgiveness."

"
This first-person story explores what can happen when we make
conclusions about others based on too little information, or on the wrong
information. Whether we're misunderstanding each others' religions or
each others' sexual orientation, everyone benefits from learning the truth.
And everyone benefits from forgiveness.
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Chapter One"

"
So we were pulling up to that traffic light where the road from Brad's house
comes to a T with the miracle mile. Windows were down to let in the warm, early
October air. Brad was driving my truck—a reward for the padded wheel cover
he'd bought for it—and the traffic light turned red before we got to it. Brad's
fingers were drumming on the steering wheel with a song on the radio. I forget
which one. "
"

And as I looked to my left I saw a familiar red truck, perched high on over-

sized tires and about to tear through the intersection in front of us, with Lou
Dwyer behind the wheel. His partner-in-crime, Chuck Armstedt, had his arm
hanging out of the window, pounding on the outside of the passenger door. He
looked over, saw us, and shouted."
"

"Faggots!""

"

I couldn't be real sure whether there was an "s" on that or not. "

"

I looked at Brad. His face was hard, and he was watching the truck fly past.

Then he looked at the light, then at the sign that said "No Turn On Red," then at
the traffic, and before I could say anything he was through the red light and off
after the red monster."
"

"Brad, hey guy, not wise. Really not wise.""

"

Brad didn't say anything right away, just pushed forward. Then, "Honestly,

Jesse, aren't you fucking sick and tired of those assholes? Wouldn't it be great to
make them answer for something once in a while?""
"

"Just not sure now is the best while. And this is my truck you just ran the red

light with.""
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Brad ignored me, and I know him well enough to know there's not much I

could do to get him off his high horse. It's one thing for him to challenge these
guys; he's big, wide receiver on the school football team. I'm not puny, or timid,
but I'm not Brad's size, either. And Lou and Chuck are kind of used to being
aggressive bullies. That's how Brad and I got to be friends, way back in grade
school; he stood with me against this same friggin' pair of goons. But we're not
eleven any more."
"

The road is four lanes, two in each direction, and Brad passed and changed

lanes and passed again until he was right behind the red monster. Ahead of us, I
saw Chuck raise his hand and flip us off. Brad didn't flinch, and after another
quarter mile or so, Lou pulled into a large parking lot where a car dealership had
closed up shop a few months ago. He made a sharp turn to face the road and
waited, engine idling. Brad stopped about fifteen feet away, facing the other
truck, and he was out before I could undo my seat belt."
"

Lou and Chuck didn't get out of their truck. The windows were up, now. Brad

marched over to the driver's door and reached for the handle, but the door was
locked. He threw the side of his fist against the door so hard I expected there to
be a dent, but there wasn't. Inside the truck, the two jerks were laughing like
hyenas."
"

Brad took a step back as I came up beside him. "Assholes!" Brad shouted.

"Shitheads! Get out, or stay there like the cowards you are!""
"

Lou and Chuck just kept laughing, almost like Brad was talking in gibberish.

Brad got up onto the running board and started to bang on the window with an
elbow. Suddenly the truck lurched forward and swerved around mine. Brad
jumped off, picked up a stone, and heaved it. It bounced off the rear bumper as
the truck tore out of the parking lot and back onto the road."
"

I raced back to my truck and climbed behind the wheel. I didn't want to risk

Brad going after them again; it wasn't worth it. Brad's body thudded against the
closed door beside me, and he pounded once on it before walking around to the
passenger side. He threw the door open and climbed in, still furious. His fist hit
the dashboard."
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"Hey, Brad, knock it off. Just because you can't pound on them doesn't mean

you can damage my truck.""
"

His back hit the seat hard. "Fuck!""

"

"Ditto.""

"

So goes much of my life, these days. It's been like this, more or less, ever

since I decided to stop hiding, stop lying, and come out. It was Brad I told first."
"

We were rockhounding—hunting for crystals and minerals—in the Ouachita

National Forest, the southeast corner of Oklahoma, in late August. Just over a
month ago now. This was the first time I'd gone with Brad, the first time I'd done it
at all. It's something Brad used to do with his father before Mr. Everett was in that
accident in the mines. Mining's big around here, and it seems like somebody gets
hurt badly every year. Last year it was Brad's father. He can still drive, still gets
around okay, but his left leg doesn't work very well. He's on disability, and he
uses a cane to walk."
"

Anyway, the day I came out to him, we were walking along through the

woods, Brad in the lead and headed for this spot he knows about, when he said,
"You seem real quiet today.""
"

"I guess." I'd spent the better part of the ride from town, beside him as he

drove his mom's car, thinking that today might be the day I'd tell him. It had been
weighing on me more and more, especially since he'd started going out with
Staci Thompson, and he kept trying to get me to double with them. Truth be told,
every time I thought about it, I felt guilty. Ashamed. And I needed to know how
much of that shame was coming from lying to my best friend and how much was
coming from inside me because of what I was lying about."
"

"You're not pissed at me or anything, are you?" I could tell he tried to make it

sound like that was almost funny, but I heard the doubt underneath."
"

I stopped walking, and he turned to face me. Trying hard to keep my knees

from shaking, and mostly failing, I said, "Can we talk for a minute?""
"

He let his pack fall from his shoulder onto the ground. "S'up?""

"

I let the backpack he'd given me, the one his dad used to use, slide to my

feet. "If there were something about you that was really important, and I didn't
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know what it was, and it was on your mind a lot and you didn't tell me, I'd
probably be pissed when I found out you’d been keeping quiet about it." I
watched his face for any kind of clue, but I didn't get one."
"

"Dude, spit it out. What's on your mind?""

"

"I'm gay.""

"

Nothing happened for maybe twenty seconds. Then Brad lowered himself

slowly until he was sitting on a rock just off the trail. Head bent forward, he ran a
hand through his hair. There were so many things I wanted to say. Like, We're
still friends, right? Or, You don't hate me, do you? Or, I've wanted to tell you for
so long. But mostly, What now? All I could do was wait."
"

Finally he looked at me. "How long have you known?""

"

"A while. Couple of years, anyway.""

"

"Jesus, Jesse! Since we were fourteen? How could you not tell me?""

"

"It's not something that just spills out, you know? It's not like, 'I'm thinking of

becoming a doctor,' or 'I really do like math after all.'""
"

"Yeah, but—Jesus! I'm your best friend, man!""

"

My breath caught. Would this really be the worst of it? That he was pissed I

didn't tell him sooner? "Yes. You are." That was the best thing. He'd said it in the
present tense."
"

But he was still staring at me. "See, now, I'm feeling like I need to get to know

you all over again.""
"

I shook my head. "I'm still the same. Maybe—maybe it's like now you need to

see me in a pickup truck, where before you might have pictured me in an SUV.""
"

He leaned his elbows on his legs and looked off to the side at nothing.

"Jeez." Then he looked at me again. "So this explains why you haven't asked a
girl out in, like, six months.""
"

"Actually, I've never asked a girl out.""

"

"Then—""

"

"They asked me out.""
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After the stunned look left his face, he started laughing. "Oh, man! Wish I had

known that. What a pisser." His grin faded slowly, and then he said, "So d'you still
like the same things? Or have you hidden a whole bunch of stuff from me?""
"

"No, man! I still like the same things. I still wanna do this today. And," this is

one thing I needed to be really sure he understood, "I still feel the same way
about you I always have. I've never wanted—you know—that kind of relationship
with you. I already have the relationship with you that I want. Nothing's changed
between us as far as I’m concerned.""
"

He sat there a bit longer, looking at me, and then he stood, came over to me,

and hugged me. I hugged him back, so hard, and then it was over. "
"

He picked up his pack. "You wanna do this? Then let's do it." He marched off,

and I followed, a grin on my face I couldn't have rubbed off if I'd tried. I would
have followed him all day if that's what he'd wanted."
<1L#>"
"

Probably I should go into how I came out to my folks. And what made me

think it was time. It was after I told Brad, the weekend after my birthday, which
had been September ten. And it had a lot to do with what happened on my
birthday. "
"

My present from my family had been the best one ever, thanks mostly to by

brother Stu. My dad and I always had an odd relationship. It hadn't been a bad
one, I don't mean that, but it's kind of like we didn't ever talk about anything
important. His relationship with Stu was totally different. "
"

Stu's three years older than me, but he was still living at home to save

money while he took a few courses in something called automotive service
technology at a vocational school in McAlester. He was also working at Dad's
garage, Bryce Motors, for some number of hours each week. Someday he’ll
partner with Dad in the business, probably inherit it eventually, and Dad didn't
want him “knowin’ just what you read in books.” "
"

Sometimes I've wondered if Dad and Stu talk when they're working together,

repairing cars and trucks. I picture them there, each working on a different
vehicle, making the occasional comment, followed by silence, followed by
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another comment, and so on. Some of the comments would be about the work,
some of them would be about life in general, and they wouldn't be having even
that much conversation if they weren't both working in the same place on the
same kind of thing. Me, I'm not interested in the inner workings of vehicles. So it's
like there's no platform for my dad and me even to begin to talk. We don't care
about the same things. We don't have anything much in common.
"

Stu and I have always been different enough from each other that we've

managed never to step on each other's toes. Growing up, I'd never leeched onto
him and made a pest of myself, and he'd never felt the need to keep me in check
by lording anything over me. We'd always had separate rooms. The shared
bathroom had brought up a few conflicts, but nothing serious. I hadn't been in his
shadow at school, and I'd kept such a low profile there generally that nothing I did
had caused him any serious embarrassment. No one had ever referred to us as
the Bryce brothers, or anything like that. And by the time my seventeenth
birthday rolled around, we'd established a kind of friendly respect. Or that's how
I’d thought of it before my truck had appeared on the scene. "
"

My folks had promised me I could have my own car once I'd passed the

license requirements, and that had happened at the end of July. I never expected
to be given a set of wheels, just like that, but that's what happened."
"

We celebrated my birthday the Sunday before the tenth. Instead of waiting

until after dinner to give it to me, as soon as our after-church lunch was over, Stu
handed me a wrapped box while we were all still sitting at the kitchen table. "
"

Stu was grinning. "This is all you'll get this year, bro. From everyone.

Including Patty.""
"

Everyone... including Patty Arnold, the girl Stu will probably marry. I almost

replied that it had better be a great present, in that case, but I just unwrapped it.
Inside the box was a remote key entry to something made by Dodge. "
"

" OMG. The best present ever. Positively the best. No doubt. I was on my

feet without knowing I had even stood up. "But—what is it?""
"

Grinning from ear to ear, Stu pulled a folded piece of paper from his pocket

and handed it to me. There was some printing, but my eyes focused only on the
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image of a silver pickup truck. Gradually I began to take in what Stu was telling
me."
"

"It's a two thousand eight Dodge Ram 1500. Six-cylinder, three-point seven

liter engine. Standard transmission with four-wheel drive. Silver, with gray interior.
Eighty-two thousand miles.""
"

I was still staring at the paper when I heard Dad say, "Stu worked on it

himself, Jesse. It's been his project for the past six weeks. He even changed the
timing belt himself." "
"

I glanced from Dad's face to Stu's. It had been Stu who’d taught me to drive

a stick shift; Mom can’t, and Dad seemed too nervous with me at the wheel, so
Stu had stepped into the breach. And now… "You did that for me?""
"

He looked torn between Aw, shucks and I did good, huh? "

"

Grinning, Mom said, "Stu worked so hard on that truck that Patty started to

complain that she had to go to the garage to remind herself what your brother
looked like!""
"

I dropped the box—key securely in one hand—and wrapped my arms around

Stu, then Dad, then Mom. Left to my own devices, I wouldn't have gone for a
pickup, especially this one with no back seat. But both Dad and Stu drive
pickups, so I knew that this was the vehicle they wanted me to want, and—hell, it
was mine! My eyes watered, and I didn't really want them to see that. "Where is
it?""
"

Dad said, "At the garage, waiting for you. We can all go over, and you and

Stu can drive it home. He'll show you all the bells and whistles.""
"

Instead of driving Stu home, I drove us out to Wister Lake, right out onto

Quarry Isle. I parked as far out toward the point as I could, getting a huge rush
out of the sound it made as I hit the remote lock, which of course I didn't need to
do here, but what the hell? Stu and I sat on the rocks overlooking the lake and
stared out over the water."
"

I broke the silence. "Thanks, man. Really. This is something special.""

"

"Sure thing.""
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The time Stu had spent on it, and however much money he'd been able to

put toward it—this spoke to something deep. Sitting there, silent, just enjoying
the moment together, this picture of who we were brought up a conflict I'd been
feeling more and more over the past few months. I'd always seen this secret I
carry—being gay—as something Stu would never have to deal with, or at least
not as long as I lived at home. I felt sure it would be something he'd never want
to know, never want to hear. And yet now I felt a strong pull to tell him about me.
To let him know this really, really important thing about me. Suddenly I wanted
him to know who I was beyond what he can see in day-to-day encounters. It's
one thing to share a bathroom with a guy. It's another thing to know that you're
different on this oh, so basic level."
"

Sitting there, I tried imagine what words to use. And then it hit me how much

it would hurt him to know it. "
"

After my birthday, after getting the truck and feeling so great about that, it

had begun to weigh really heavily on me that I was lying all the time. I was hiding
from everyone but Brad. It felt so wrong, more wrong than it had ever felt before.
And it began to seem as though the way I was hurting the people I loved was the
opposite of what I'd worried about at the lake. I was trying to protect people by
lying to them. Now it was the lying that was hurting everyone. Including me."
"

I'm not sure why I had decided to tell Brad first. Maybe it was that he seemed

like a good test case. It would have hurt like hell to lose his friendship, but losing
my whole family? That would have been worse."
"

I'd been doing all kinds of online research, about how homosexuality is just

as natural and normal a condition for people and animals as heterosexuality is,
how marriages between men were proving to be more stable than straight
marriages, all kinds of stuff like that. I'd printed reams of it out, hoping against
hope that I'd have a chance to show it to my folks. "
"

I'd tried it out on Brad one day after I'd told him about me. We were in a

booth at The Flying Pig, that place where you can get sodas and stuff served like
cocktails. I had a Market Pig— which was Coke with, like, three different syrups
and skewered pineapple in a wide glass with a tall stem—and a large order of
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fries I was sharing with Brad. He munched on fries as he scanned my printouts. I
asked him to start by looking over my summary document, which he did, and
then he skimmed some of the more detailed information on the other pages. After
a few minutes he pushed the whole pile toward me, a dribble of ketchup on one
corner."
"

"This would make a great school paper, Jesse, but in the end I don't think it

will matter all that much to anyone who's already made up their mind that being
gay is bad. Facts won't matter to them.""
"

The red stain felt like my blood. I'd been counting on keeping things on as

rational a basis as possible, and I wanted the weight of this research to make my
case for me. "
"

But he was right. What my family would care about would be how it made

them feel that their son was gay. Dad and Stu would feel sick to their stomachs
just thinking about it. Mom would be sure that I’d lead a miserable life, and she’d
assume that she’d get no grandkids from me. What would matter most, perhaps,
would be knowing that I wouldn't be able to stay in Himlen. I’d have to leave. I
knew that, already. Everything about this news would make them sad, or sick, or
angry, or all three. And it could all be wrapped up in one ugly package: I was a
disappointment to them so huge that it would make them want to scream."
"

And not all the research was good. One disturbing thing I found had nothing

to do with facts or studies. It had to do with family. Somehow, last year, I'd missed
this video that had gone viral. A guy in Atlanta named Daniel Pierce decided he
was going to come out to his folks, and he was so scared of what might happen
that he used his phone to record the whole thing. Then he posted it."
"

It was horrible. They screamed at him, they wouldn’t listen to anything he had

to say, and then they threw him out. The good news for him was that after he
posted the video, people from all over the place started sending him money. He
got so much that he told people to send any more donations to this home in
Atlanta for queer kids who’ve been disowned. I read an article where the director
of that home said that about half of the kids in the southeast who come out to
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their parents get kicked out of their own homes. Half the kids. And I wondered,
what was it about the southwest?"
"

Whatever, after what Brad said, I was afraid I'd have to put my plans on hold.

But then, after a particularly moving sermon at church the Sunday after my
birthday, a week after I got my truck, I decided to go ahead. The sermon had
been all about love, really, even though as long as I've known Reverend Gilman
he's been saying plenty of unpleasant things about gay people ruining traditional
marriage. But that Sunday he quoted Matthew, where Jesus says to love God
with everything we are, and to love all people as much as we love ourselves.
Reverend Gilman pointed out that we must know ourselves in order to love God
with all of ourselves, and we must love ourselves, or loving other people has no
meaning. He quoted First Corinthians, where St. Paul says that he’s nothing
without love. All knowledge, all wisdom, all faith even—all of it is nothing without
love."
"

By the time the sermon was over, and we all stood to sing a hymn, I realized

that this was how I'd tell my folks. Love is everything; all else must bow to that.
So I didn't need my research. I didn't need facts and data and studies. I just
needed love, and I needed to call on love before I told them. Up to this point in
my life, I believed my family loved me as much as I loved them. "
"

After lunch, Stu headed off to fetch Patty for a picnic or something. I was glad

Stu wouldn't be home when I talked to my folks; I was outnumbered as it was. "
"

Dad was still at the table with the last of his coffee, and Mom was loading the

dishwasher. I needed to get this started before Dad headed downstairs to the
family room to watch TV or work on stuff for his business or something. I kept
telling myself, Say something! Anything! Just get it started! But I could barely
breathe. I tried to take a deep breath and failed. I told myself I couldn't lose my
parents’ love. I told myself again. I took another breath and it seemed okay, but
then my hands started shaking, so I clasped them together so hard my knuckles
hurt. "
"

Dad pushed his coffee mug away like he was about to get up, and with a

massive effort I pulled myself together enough to say, “Mom? Dad?” My voice
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was so squeaky I sounded like someone else. Mom didn't even hear me over the
water running in the sink. But Dad looked up."
"

“Jesse? Is everything all right?” "

"

Mom looked around at that. “Jesse, what is it?” She grabbed a towel to dry

her hands."
"

I cleared my throat; it helped a little. “I need to talk to you.” I put my hands in

my lap so no one could see how white my knuckles were or how much I was
shaking if I didn't clench my hands. I had my parents' attention, that’s for sure.
They looked worried. Probably I did, too. "
"

Mom sat in the chair across from me. “Jesse, what is it? You’re scaring me.”"

"

I tried to smile, but even my mouth was shaking by then. “Sorry. I don’t mean

to. Um, first, I want you to know—” This is such an awkward thing to say. No one
ever just blurts it out like this, but I needed to set the stage. I clenched my hands
harder and looked down at the placemat on the table: blue and white weave,
fringe on the edges, a few odd specks of something caught among some of the
fibers."
"

Dad was losing patience. “Know what, Jesse? What are you talking about?”"

"

“I want you to know that I love you. Both of you. And Stu, and Patty. And I

know you love me.” I looked up at them. “That’s very important. That you know
that. And I need to tell you something about me that I know won’t change that,
even though it might be hard for you to hear. Even though you probably won’t
understand it.”"
"

Silence. I took two or three breaths, closed my eyes, opened them again. I

didn't even try to breathe. And for the second time in my life, I said, “I’m gay.”"
"

I had intended to keep my eyes on theirs, to watch for their reactions, to see

whether there was shock, or horror, or anger, or what. But I couldn't. I couldn't
look at them. I looked down at my hands, and then that seemed wrong; looking
down made it seem like I was ashamed, and I was determined not to be. So I
looked up again, but I couldn't really settle my gaze on anything. Then I saw
Mom’s hand fly to her face, covering her mouth. Her eyes were huge, strained
wide open."
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It seemed like an eternity before anyone said anything. Finally, Dad said,

“Who told you that?”"
"

That made no sense. Now I could look at him. Now I wasn't shaking nearly

as much. “No one. No one told me anything. It’s just something I know.”"
"

“I don’t see how you can know something like that. You’re too young.”"

"

I shook my head, hard. “It has nothing to do with how old I am, Dad. And

anyway, other guys know they’re straight. They go out with girls, because that’s
what they want to do. I don’t want to do that.”"
"

Mom found her voice. “Jesse! You’re not going out with boys, are you?”"

"

“I’m not going out with anyone. Dating is not the point. It’s not the dating that

matters, it’s what I know about myself.”"
"

Dad was starting to get angry. “Well, you got one thing right. I sure as hell

don’t understand.”"
"

“Gene! Language, please.” "

"

“Diane, this goes beyond language. Do you understand what our son has just

told us?”"
"

They stared at each other for several seconds while I held my breath again.

Would Mom let him drag her into antagonism? Finally she said, “I don’t think we
can understand it. I think we need to give this some time, let things settle, and
then talk about it again later.”"
"

Dad looked like he had something unpleasant to say to that, but Mom

interrupted him. “It won’t do any good to get angry, honey. If Jesse is right, yelling
at him won’t help. And if he’s just confused, he’ll have to find his own way out.
We can help, but we can’t pull him out.” "
"

Dad crossed his arms on his chest and glared at the refrigerator."

"

Mom said, “Jesse, sweetie, how long have you felt like this?”"

"

“I’ve known,” I corrected her, “a long time. A couple of years, anyway. And I

suspected before that.” That floored them, I could tell; she was probably sure I’d
say it had been only a few months or so. "
"

I glanced at Dad; had he softened at all? Didn't look like it. Suddenly he

stood, and the chair went flying behind him. Without another word he tromped
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downstairs. Mom and I sat still, silent, not looking at each other, until I heard the
television. "
"

“Jesse, I honestly don’t know where we go from here.” Mom’s voice sounded

sad."
"

“If it will help, I have lots of information I can give you. You know, to help you

understand what it is and what it isn’t. Because there’s a lot of misunderstanding
out there, and I think probably that’s all you and Dad have, because you’ve never
needed to know anything else. But now you need to. So tell me if you’d like to
know more.”"
"

“What kind of information?”"

"

Deep breath, Jesse, I told myself. Take it slow; don’t get excited. “Like, I can

show you scientific proof that this is a natural condition. Lots of animals are gay,
not just people. And marriage equality is working. So far, they’re seeing that—“"
"

“Oh, Jesse… gay marriage? Do we have to go there?”"

"

"I—it's just a point I need to make." Something about the look on her face

made me stop from making that point. This hurt. She wasn't even going to let me
make my case? "Mom, this is real. I'm real. I need you to understand.""
"

She nodded, looking down at her hands on the table. "It's like I said, Jesse.

We need time. Especially your father, and Stu. You've known for a while. We're
just finding this out now, suddenly.""
"

"Don't you think it would help if you knew more about it though?""

"

"Maybe. Maybe. Just not all at once, Jesse. And—I don't think we should tell

your brother. Not right away, at any rate.""
"

"You're all going to start hating me now, aren't you?" My tone was sharp; I

was getting pissed. "
"

“Oh, Jesse! Of course not.”"

"

“And you were totally right to say that it won’t do any good to yell at me. It

would do about as much good as yelling at Stu for being straight. You couldn’t
force him to want to be with a guy no matter what you did. And no one can force
me to be straight. Including me, by the way. Not that I want to." I was pretty sure
that last statement surprised her. So I added, "In case you were wondering.""
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She didn't take the bait. “Well, I think we all need some time. You hang onto

that information for now, Jesse. We’ll just have to see.” She dropped her head
onto her hands, massaging her hairline. “I don’t know. This is so unexpected. I
don’t know what to do.”"
"

“You don’t have to do anything, Mom. I’m still me.”"

"

“I need time to think.” "

"

I got up rather suddenly, my chair scraping across the floor, and headed

upstairs to my room. I needed time to think, too, but once I was sitting in front of
my sleeping PC it was obvious my brain wasn't my friend for this situation. I was
at a complete loss. I thought about texting Brad, maybe going driving with him
someplace, but I would be really shitty company."
"

Suddenly I was at the window, looking out at the gray afternoon, pissed that

here was a chance to have what I’ve always said I wanted: a real conversation
with my father. I'd even given him a topic. And what did he do? He clammed up
and went to hide in the basement."
"

I pounded a fist on the window frame. And again. And again.

"

“Jesse? Are you all right?” Mom must have heard that from downstairs. "

"

I was out of my bedroom in a flash. “Fine, Mom.” Down the stairs to the living

room. Down the stairs to the family room. The TV was blaring an ancient rerun of
some cop show. Dad, slumped into his recliner, stared at the screen, obviously
not really taking it in. I walked past him and sat on the couch, my eyes on him,
not the TV. He said nothing, like I wasn't even there."
"

“Dad.” He didn't move. “Dad, we have to talk. We don’t usually talk about

much of anything. This is important.”"
"

He hit the remote’s mute button, stared at the screen for a few seconds, and

then turned so suddenly it startled me. “You wanna talk? I tried to talk to you. I
tried to teach you what I know. You were never interested. Maybe it wasn’t good
enough for you, I don’t know. All you wanted to do was play computer games,
and then cook, and then go traipsing around hunting for rocks. You think I wanted
only one of my sons to value what I do? My business is growing, Jesse. It’s going
to take two people to run it. I wanted that to be you and Stu, both. But, no, it’s not
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what you’re interested in. So what are you interested in, will you tell me that?
Besides cooking all the time.”"
"

I blinked stupidly at him, struggling to remember the last time he’d tried to

engage me in his business. It must have been a long time ago, and I didn't
remember being aware that that’s what he'd wanted. And since when did it bother
him that I was becoming a great cook? He sure ate all the stuff I made. Before I
could say anything, he was talking again."
"

“I just don’t understand you, Jesse. I’ve never understood you. I’ve tried. Oh,

I’ve tried hard. Well, maybe this is the reason. Maybe you’ve just explained it all
to me.”"
"

“That’s not fair!”"

"

“What? What isn’t fair?”"

"

“I’ve tried to talk to you, too, y’know. You think I’m not interested in what you

care about? Well, you’ve never been interested in what I care about, either. It’s
not that I’m gay, Dad. That’s not the problem. It’s that we’re different.”"
"

We glared at each other, and I was sure each of us was tallying up

complaints about the other. "
"

I was faster. “You say you wanted me to help out with the garage. Well what

about helping Mom out? ‘Cause I do a lot of that. I’m interested in cooking, sure.
But I’m not always in the mood for it. But whenever she needs help, I’m there.
Other times I volunteer when I see she’s busy or tired, whether it’s what I want to
do right then or not. I go shopping for her, and I clean up sometimes. Stu never
does any of that. I’m not saying he should. I’m saying I do. Her job isn’t any less
important than yours.”"
"

I couldn't have said where that came from. Who knew having an argument

with my father would bring up resentment I hadn’t even known about?"
"

“Don’t you tell me I don’t take care of your mother. She has all the time in the

world to play piano, and teach, and spend money on those—those things she
collects.”"
"

The words could have been worse, but the tone? It took me a minute to

grasp what "things" he was talking about, but very quickly I knew he meant
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Mom's collection of Hummel figurines. She loves those things. She's collected
them for years. There's a special locked case in the living room with the most
expensive ones in it. And suddenly I knew, beyond any doubt, that he hated
them. Or at least he dismissed them, considered them a waste of money and
time. I think he'd barely stopped himself before saying, “those stupid things she
collects.” Or maybe even a worse word than stupid."
"

If he had contempt for something Mom felt passionate about, I didn't want

her to know. For sure, I didn't want her to find out because of me, because of
what I'd set in motion today."
"

"

“Keep your voice down!” I hissed at him, like he was the child and I was the

parent. “You do what you want, too, y’know. Cars might be more functional, but
that’s what you chose. You could have been a miner, or a farmer, or a friggin’
insurance salesman. Mom chose to be a mother, but that’s not an interest. It’s a
life. You chose to be a father. And then you chose what interests you. Mom
deserves the same.”
"

More glaring, neither of us knowing what to say now that we’d come so far

from the subject at hand. Or maybe we’d come to it. And it wasn’t about cars or
Hummels, or even about being gay. I’d already hit on it. I decided to go back to it. "
"

“The problem you’re having is that we’re different. If I’d been a girl, no

problem. But I’m a boy, so I have to be like you.”"
"

“And that’s a bad thing. Being like me.” His voice dripped sarcasm."

"

“No! Stu’s like you, and he’s a terrific brother, and a great guy. But, Dad, I’m

not like you. That’s not a bad thing, either. And being gay is just one way that’s
true.”"
"

“Oh, there’s a lot more to that one, my boy.”"

"

“Yes. There is. And I didn’t tell you before because I already felt like you

didn’t know me very well, and this would prove it. I don’t want that to be true,
Dad.”"
"

“What’s true is that this gay thing makes no sense.” He was avoiding the real

issue. He didn't want to admit that he doesn’t know me at all, that he’s never tried
very hard, beyond hoping I’d be like him."
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“Y’know, Dad, not everything that makes sense is going to make sense to

you.”"
"

That got to him. He leaned forward, his voice low and threatening. “It makes

no sense to anyone that any man would want to touch another man. There’s no
way that works.”"
"

“It doesn’t work for you. I get that. But you need to get this: It makes no

sense for me to want to touch a woman. And there are lots of people like me.”"
"

“Did it ever occur to you that there’s a problem with that, and they all share

it? Like some kind of disease?”"
"

Oh. My. God. I couldn't believe he went there. “Did it ever occur to you that

you didn’t choose to be straight?” "
"

He stood. He was trying not to shout. “I didn’t choose it, because it’s how

men are! It’s how we’re supposed to be!”"
"

I stood, too, but my voice was quiet. “And I didn’t chose to be gay. Because

that’s how gay men are. You have no more right to manhood than I have. And I
don’t have to be just like you to be a man.” I headed for the stairs."
"

“Jesse! Get back here!”"

"

I stopped on the third stair. “Why? So you can tell me some more about how

every man needs to be just like every other man, and how we all need to be just
like you?”"
"

His fists were clenching, his face was red. Nothing good was going to come

of more talk, now. I turned and continued upstairs."
"

Mom was standing near the bottom of the flight to the second floor, and her

face was white. I knew she'd heard it all. I froze, and then she moved toward me
so fast it was a blur. She wrapped me in her arms and sobbed. Squeezing tears
from my eyes, I hugged Mom tight, surprised that I had to bend down a little to
drop my head on her shoulder. "
"

Again, as though I was the parent, I said, “It’s okay, Mom.” But I really didn't

know if it ever would be. "
"

I headed upstairs, grabbed my keys, and thundered down again. I didn't

know where I was going, but I had to get out of there. "
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I pointed my truck west toward Wister Lake, the same place where I'd driven

with Stu. The whole drive I was thinking that even though I wasn't looking forward
to breaking my news to him, it felt wrong not to. Mom had said to keep quiet, and
I’d been glad to hear that at the time. Now, I wasn't quite sure what we were
afraid of. How much worse could it be?"
"

But I knew it could be lots worse."

"

Sitting at the edge of the water, throwing stones at nothing, it occurred to me

I’m in a kind of limbo. Purgatory. My church doesn’t talk about those places;
we’re not Catholic. But I know about them anyway. They represent an unpleasant
kind of in-between state, not one thing and not another, and there’s not much to
indicate when things might change or which direction they’ll go in. Could be
heaven, could be hell. Or it could be right here forever. "
"

I’d thought I was in a bad spot before, lying to everyone I cared about. But at

least things had been calm. I'd been accepted. I'd been a part of the family. That
was all changed, now. Maybe I should have kept my fucking mouth shut. Maybe I
should have just gone on lying. I can’t even remember, now, why I'd thought it
was going to be such a great idea to tell my folks. It didn’t do them any good,
that’s for damn sure. And it sure as hell wasn’t doing me any good."
"

What was I thinking?"

"

Love. It was supposed to have been about love. The kind of love God feels

for us, and we feel for God, the kind we’re supposed to feel for everyone."
"

Yeah, that was working out great. "

<1L#>"
"

Life at home pretty much sucked after that, starting with Sunday dinner. Mom

walked around like there were eggs rolling around the floor and she didn't dare
step on one. Dad walked around like he was trying to smash every single one of
them, all the while clenching his jaw so hard he might just pulverize some teeth. "
"

Something had to change. I didn't know what, but I had to get out of limbo,

and I decided I had very little to lose by making my research available. So before
I left for school Tuesday I put my printouts into a folder and set that on the back
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of the piano in the living room, where I knew Mom would find it at some point. I
was pretty sure she had a student coming for lessons that afternoon. "
"

When I got home from school, she was in there with a student, and I took a

good look at the back of the piano. My folder was gone. So at least she'd seen it. "
"

No one had said anything since Sunday afternoon about the bomb I'd

dropped, but even Stu had noticed that something was wrong. Dinners were the
worst, with Dad not able to bring himself to look at me, and Mom going around
with a fake smile and a faker tone of voice, trying to act as though everything was
normal."
"

I thought for sure the shit would hit the fan over dinner on Wednesday,

because Dad was pissed as hell about something that had happened at the
garage that afternoon, and it seemed likely that my issue would come tumbling
out of the mess. Stu had been in McAlester, so he hadn't been with Dad when a
man named Mr. Holyoke brought an old Toyota sedan in for a refurb."
"

There'd been something hanging from the rear-view mirror, something with

three oval parts in a circle, all balanced, that Dad had thought looked Irish.
There's a little Irish in our heritage, so Dad asked Mr. Holyoke about it. And he
got an earful of information he didn't like."
"

"It's this heathen thing," Dad said. "It's not even Christian at all. He says it

sometimes means earth, sea, and sky, and sometimes it's body, mind, and spirit.
But then—get this—he says it also stands for the three life phases of some
goddess. Can you believe that? Virgin, mother... I forget the third. It means old
lady.""
"

"Crone?" Mom volunteered."

"

"Yeah. That was it. Anyway, I told him to take that thing out of there. God

knows I didn't want to touch it. I could tell he didn't want to, but finally he did.""
"

Stu was obviously in agreement. "Maybe you should have found a Catholic

priest to do an exorcism.""
"

I wasn't about to stir things up or draw any attention to myself by asking any

more about it, though the image of my own father afraid to touch that symbol got
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stuck in my head. My dad never seemed to be afraid of anything. What did he
think would happen to him? It puzzled me. "
"

Anyway, nothing happened to enlighten Stu about my issue that night. But it

was only a one-day reprieve. Because all through dinner Thursday, Stu kept
looking at me from under his eyebrows, and I couldn’t quite tell whether he was
worried or pissed. Maybe both. And then he’d glance at Dad, or Mom, like he
might read something on their faces and be able to figure out what was going on
that he didn't know about. It felt like a balloon that’s being blown up to its
maximum capacity, and the air is still coming into it, and you know there’s going
to be an explosion, and you just hope your face isn’t too close when it happens."
"

Finally Stu couldn't take it any more. "What the heck is going on around

here? Will someone tell me?" He sounded angry, almost as though he'd already
asked Dad or Mom, and they'd refused to tell him. Then he looked right at me.
"Well?""
"

I shrugged and leaned over my plate. Mom had said not to tell him yet, and I

was trying to honor that. Truth be told, I wasn't that anxious to go into it, anyway. I
was regretting having said anything to anyone. Except maybe Brad."
"

After dinner, Dad was downstairs as usual. Mom was in the kitchen as usual.

I was trying to do homework as usual and failing. I had left the door open so I’d
hear anything that exploded. And suddenly I heard Dad’s and Stu’s voices, far
enough away that they seemed to be coming from the basement family room. At
first I couldn't understand the words, but I could tell Stu was pissed. Then there
was a second or two of silence. Then, “Are you shittin’ me?”"
"

I got up fast, and from the top of the stairs I could see Mom in the doorway

between the kitchen and the living room, obviously listening to the same thing I
was hearing. She saw me and glanced up, looking as worried as I felt. "
"

I headed downstairs, and Mom reached a hand out to me. I can’t remember

the last time she held my hand. We moved closer to the staircase that led down
to the family room."
"

Dad’s voice was low, mumbled, but I could tell he was unhappy. "
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Stu’s words were very clear. “How can you let this go on? What are you

going to do about it?”"
"

Now we could hear Dad. “There’s nothing to do, Stuart. I’ve looked this up.

He can’t help it. And he can’t change it.”"
"

“Bullshit! You hear about it all the time, people getting fixed.”"

"

“No one seems to stay fixed. Or almost no one, and even those who do

mostly don’t say they’ve been changed. They just change the way they live, not
the way they are.”"
"

“Then make him do that!”"

"

“You wouldn’t.”"

"

“What?”"

"

“What if someone told you to marry a guy?”"

"

I stole a glance at Mom. Was I hearing this right? My father was on my side

after all?"
"

She whispered, “I found the information you printed out. I read it and gave it

to him.” I stared at her, wanting to know more. And she told me, “He’s not happy
about it, sweetie. You can hear that. But he’s accepted the reality of it.”"
"

“And you? How do you feel?”"

"

She sighed. “Resigned, for the moment. Give us time, Jesse.”"

"

Meanwhile the fight went on downstairs. Stu ranted on about how of course

no one would ask him to marry a guy because that would be unnatural and sinful
into the bargain. “He needs a good talking to by someone like Reverend Gilman.”"
"

“That would just make matters worse. And it would also be letting this shame

out of the family. I’m not going to do that, and you keep your own mouth shut. Do
you hear me?”"
"

Okay, so Dad was not exactly on my side. But at least he wasn't siding with

Stu."
"

Stu. How was I going to win my brother back? Especially since as soon as

the word "shame" had come out of my dad's mouth, I'd felt it. And I'd been trying
so hard not to."
"

“I have a good mind to take that truck back again!”"
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"

“Stu, knock it off. You aren’t the only one who gave it to him.”"

"

“But—he’s traipsing all over creation in it! Christ, for all we know he’s having

gay sex all over it! God!” There was a sudden slam, and Mom jumped; Stu had
hit something, evidently."
"

I whispered to Mom, “I’m not having ‘gay sex’ anywhere.” Mom squeezed my

hand and then let go. She headed for the stairs, the ones that go down into the
hell my brother was creating right now. I started to follow, but she shook her
head. Maybe she thought my presence would escalate things. In a few seconds,
I heard her voice from the basement, not shouting, but definitely pointed."
"

“Stuart, your brother loves you. He loves all of us. And we love him. Now you

stop this horrible talk, right now. If you don’t want to take the time to learn about
what it really means to be gay, that’s up to you. But as long as you don’t know—
and you obviously don’t—then you lose the right to condemn it. You don’t get to
condemn your own brother, especially when you don’t understand him. Do you
hear me?”"
"

Mom doesn’t often talk like this to anyone. And she was doing it for me. If she

could be strong, so could I. I headed down."
"

I stood at the bottom of the stairs, one hand on the railing in case I needed

support. “You’re all talking about me, but you’re not talking to me.” I looked at
Stu. “Mom’s right, you know. Up to now, you’ve been the greatest brother I could
have. Don’t change that.”"
"

“You’ve changed!”"

"

“No, I haven’t. I’ve been gay as long as you’ve been straight, which means

my whole life. Just because you didn’t know it doesn’t mean it wasn’t true. And
now I think you can see why I didn’t want to tell you. Now you know why I felt I
had to lie to you about who I am. I just decided to stop doing that.”"
"

He stood there, clenching his fists, grinding his jaw. He looked from Dad,

who'd essentially told him to simmer down, to Mom, who'd told him he was just
plain wrong, to me. "So you’re all ganging up on me, is that it?”"
"

Mom jumped back in. “You need to cool down, Stuart Bryce. You need to get

your head out of your butt and see what’s going on here. Your brother needs our
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support, not our anger. And you’d better figure out how you’re going to give that
to him, and soon.” She turned and grabbed my shoulder. “Come on, Jesse. Let’s
give your brother a chance to calm down before he does something he’ll regret.
He’s already said a few regrettable things.”"
"

Stu and Dad watched as we headed upstairs. Mom didn't let go of me until

we were in the kitchen. She sat me down and took the chair across the table."
"

“Jesse, I know you want this to be all right. And maybe it will be. But we have

to get over some hurdles. One of them I don't know if there's any getting over. It's
what your life will be like if this thing is real. How hard it will be for you, out there
in the world. I know gay people get hurt all the time, for no reason other than
being gay.""
"

I wanted to argue with her, tell her my life would be as good as anyone

else's, but it was already looking like that was only an unrealistic dream."
"

She wasn't done. "Being gay is not something the rest of us ever heard

anything good about, and we’ve heard lots of bad things. Maybe they were
wrong, but it’s all we’ve ever heard. And you’ve known about this for a long time.
You need to let us thrash around for a while. You need to let us say some things
we’ll regret later. You need to let us feel some things that will take time to stop
feeling. Do you get what I’m saying to you?”"
"

I nodded and looked down at my hands on that blue and white woven

placemat."
"

“We love you, Jesse. You were right about that. If we didn’t, this wouldn’t be

so hard for us. But for a while, it might not feel like that to you. I’m sorry about
that, but I don’t see how it can be helped.”"
"

“So I have to just keep loving everyone, even though they’re horrible to me.”"

"

“We’re not all horrible, Jesse. I’m not, and you heard your father tell Stu to

knock it off. And I’m sorry, but—yes. You’re going to have to forgive us even
before we ask you to. Even before some of us know we’ll need to ask. It’s our job
to love you even though we don’t understand what we’ve learned about you. And
it’s your job to love us before we manage to show that love in the way you want
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us to.” She waited until I looked up at her. “Can you do that? Do you love us
enough?”"
"

I swallowed to clear the lump in my throat. “I can do that. But maybe you’ll

need to be a little patient with me, too. Because right now I sure don’t feel a
whole lot of love from downstairs.”"
"

We looked at each other for a few seconds, and then she did her best to

smile. “Good. Now, I’m guessing you have some homework to finish.”"
"

She was right, though I wasn't able to do a terribly good job with it. My mind

bounced all over the place, wondering if there was really any hope that they’d
come around. Especially Stu. "
"

And then there was me. I needed to come around. I had to get to a place

where there was no shame in me. Not for being gay. Not for being me."

"
"
"
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